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Background:

a.

women Affairs (DWA) m the«^Tiuals that wvll be used in
scmces m the development of^T«^ctors of development The
the process ofmamstrearrung 8^ r mdxfiersn ^ lW Dumgthe

nnsrion to Botswana lasted from 31Augus^ P ^^ ^ g way rf

two weeks, workshops and «?«^"*££ reachmg consensus on the
estabhshmg a partiapatory pW e^J^^capaclty for m6

k^^^^S the trammg manuals^ The

Gender Training Materials.

«,, .he
SADC Gader Department

Economic*°%^£^£^Z«-etmgs were in the Office
Johannesburg from 4-13 October iv ' .g hosting ^ workshop. A

attached in Section 3 of the report.



Section 1 DEVELOPMENT OF GENDER TRAINING MATERIALS for
the DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN AFFAIRS (DWA):

31 AUGUST TO 15 SEPTEMBER.

1 INTRODUCTION the Department of Women's Affairs in the Ministry of
' Labour and Home Affairs requested tlie ECA for technical advisory support

for tlie production of gender framing materials for gender mainstreaming.

Tins request was a result of a need, expressed in the Department's earlier
gender training program, for standard gender training materials that would
make follow-up training easier. (See terms of reference attached attachment 1:
Development of Gender training materials for Botswana).

2 It was agreed that working with a national counterpart, the ECA Regional
advisor would facilitate a group of selected people to produce the framing

materials For tlie first part of tlie exercise two group meetings were

organised to discuss and agree on the process of producing the materials.
During tlie two weeks, workshops were organised with the team members to

agree on die process and framework for tlie manuals.

3 The major issues that were discussed are all described fully in this report so
that they can form reference and provide guidelines on how the team should
approach tlie assignment. The major outcomes and achievements of the two

week workshop can be summarised as the following:

j The process and work plan for production of the Training Manual was

discussed and agreed. (See attachment 3).
D The main framework for tlie manual, tlie module outlmes and general content

for each module, as well as targets for the training manual was defined. This
will ensure a common approach during the production.

Z The tenns of reference for tlie different team members (i.e. National
facilitator, team leaders, and writers) were discussed and accepted. In
addition, the team leaders were selected in a participatory manner and

different teams for each module agreed upon,

j In addition to tlie above, a consultative meeting was organised with former
participants in gender training who made several recommendations on what
kind of training modules are needed. The report of discussions with this
group and the names of the participants are attached (attachment 2) and can

form reference for the team in developing the manuals.
Z Finally, one of the most important contributions from the workshop was the

team building process.

4. Follow-up: as agreed in the discussions, ECA will be involved in the



u

realisation of the training modules in two ways:

On receivmg the draft manual (as agreed in the work plan, attachment 3) the
^S will make and forward comments to the Department of

To Provide a practical experience m the process for refining and
Sfsm Ithe modules. The Regional Advisor fxom EGA^ be avaHable
to facilitate the TOT, together with the National Facilitator.

4 The workshop was organised in two phases, with phase one, focussing cm
ettmglgenda 1 identifying the mam objectives and general targes offte
Trammg Manual. Week two focused on defining the detailed module content

and the work plan.



WEEK I: Preparatory meetings with working groups, and identification of

training materials: 1-6 September

5 Working agenda for the development of gender training matenals: the
following agenda was agreed upon, but the group also agreed to be adjustable to
accommodate individual schedules as most of the team members are also

teaching at the university.

Wednesday 1st September 1999

Brainstorming with the first group on working agenda

Thursday 2nd September 1999

• Identify training materials

(Participants free)

Friday 3rd September 1999

• Identify training materials

(Participants free)

Monday 6th September 1999

• New Group - Review and Discuss

Working agenda

Tuesday 7th September 1999

• Full working day with all participants to discuss the

Content and agree on working teams

Wednesday 8th September 1999

• Full working day with all participants to discuss the

Content and asree on working teams



Thursday 9th September 1999

Consultations witli groups/individuals

Friday 10th September 1999

Full working day to review tlie matenals production progress

Monday 13th September 1999

Consultative meeting witli tlie fonner participants

Tuesday 14th September 1999

Full working day - presentation of outlines
Review and discuss the outlines

Agree on follow-up plan for

Finalisation

Wednesday 15th September 1999

Full working day - presentation of outline
Review and discuss the outlines

Agree on follow-up plan for

finalisation



5. AGENDA FOR PRELIMINARY GROUP DISCUSSIONS.

The selected participants were grouped into two for practical purposes of discussing
the framework and process of developing the training materials. The first group that

met on 1 September was composed of:

BATSAHNI TJIYAPO - WOMEN AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT (WAD)
Ts'BAGE^CfflLISA, CO-FACILITATOR-UNVERSITY OF BOTSWANA
MS. KENEWANG ORUFHENG-WAD

MS. MONICA TABENGWA- NGO

MR KOFITUO KWAKU- WAD

MS. PATRICIA PHERESI- WAD

MS. RUTH MPOFU- WAD.

MS. MALOKOME -CONSULTANT

Ms. H. Tadria -ECA Regional Advisor

Agenda:

09.0 Introduction to and discussion of background to gender training materials.

9.30 Discussion of general objectives of the training materials.

10.0 Break.

11. 00. Discussion on the process for production of training materials.

14.00 Finalisation of the Agenda for materials production.

6. Details of discussions from group 1. (1 September)

6 1 After a brief introduction to the background of the program, the group focussed
on discussing the overall objectives and agenda for producing the training materials.

The group agreed that the mam goal of producing the training materials was:

2 To provide standard tools for gender mainstreaming in national and sectoral

policies programs and approaches.



6.2 The group discussed their understanding of gender marnstreaming and proposed

the following meanings:

\ Incorporating concerns of women and men m programs, projects, policies and
procedures, including monitoring and evaluation mechanisms. (Implies a need

for skills training).

\ Understanding differences between women and men, and ensuring that the
differences are taken care of by the development process. (Implies a need for

gender and development knowledge).

\ Making gender issues everybody's problem. (Requires gender awareness attitude

change).

\ Engendering policies and programs. (Requires gender responsive planning and

policy formulation skills).

\ Integrating women and men's issues into the total development planning
processes. (Requires gender responsive planning skills.)

\ Taking into account the situations ofwomen and men regarding their roles and
integrating it into national policies and programs. (Requires gender awareness,

knowledge and gender analytical skills).

\ Ensuring equal participation of women and men in the development process.

(Impliesa need for training for transformation in gender roles, and relations.)

It was noted that agreeing on what is entailed in mainstreaming would sharpen the
focus on what kind of training is needed and for whom. The groups discussion
indicated clearly that the manual should focus on proposing training that focuses on

a attitude chanee, b. strengthening gender analytical and planning skills, c.
enhancing gender awareness and knowledge, and d. facilitating change in gender

roles and relations.
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6 3 The group proposed immediate objectives of the training manuals, but it was
agreed that some objectives were more pertinent to specific modules whale some

were general to the training manual as is indicated below:

\ To have gender sensitive society as well as gender sensitive policies and
programs, through training.(general for manual)

D To create gender awareness by introducing participants to common gender
concepts.(specific to module)

n To help participants appreciate the need for gender mamstreaming by Sensitising
mem to international, regional, and national commitments to gender

mainstreaming.(specific to module)

□ To equip the trainees with skills and knowledge to mainstream gender into
policies and programs.(specific to module)

Q To sensitise tramees and make them aware of gender issues and

concerns.(specific to module)

a To empower participants with education and skills to partake in the process of
changing societal attitudes and perceptions of the roles of women and men.
(General but also specific in different circumstances).

D To develop common and simple gender training materials that will embrace every

community in Botswana.(general)

G To impart knowledge on gender issues and concerns and they impact on women

and men.(general)

I To sensitise and create awareness on gender issues to partners in development

so as to enhance the development of gender sensitive policies and

programmes. (general)

n To expedite the process of sustainable development in Botswana through
increased/improved skills in gender sensitive development planning and

management.(general)

I To develop gender focussed training materials that will enhance knowledge and
skills and enable change towards gender thinking and programming.(general)



u To equip participants with gender mainstreaming skills by introducing them to

gender analysis techniques and tools.(module specific)

All tlie objectives and goal of die training manual are important indicators of the

target and content of the manual.

7. The group discussed and agreed on the agenda for production of die training

manual as follows:

□ 17 September-13 November, teams develop training manual

D 16 November, First group meeting to review the training modules and agree on

the structure of the manual. This will entail group presentations, discussions and

feed back to assist in finalisation of the modules.

D 17 November to 17 January 2000, teams finalise the draft modules.

D 18-19 January 2000, Second group meeting to review final draft of the modules

and structure of the manual.

□ February 2000, pilot testing of the manual as a means of reviewing the final

manual.

□ March 2000, finalisation of training manual through TOT.

8. Details of discussions from group 2 (6 September);

THE GROUP COMPRISED OF:

DR. B MA2ILE- UNIVERSITY OF BOTSWANA.

Mr. MATSONGA - UNIVERSITY OF BOTSWANA

DR. B. CHILISA - UNIVERSITY OF BOTSWANA

MS. H. TADRIA- ECA Regional Advisor

9. The group discussed the overall goal of the training manual and agreed that this

was:

To develop, standardise and package the training procedures for gender

mainstreaming.

Gender mainstreaming, according to the group, should involve:

\ Raising gender awareness

\ Enhancing gender sensitivity and

\ Institutionalising gender i.e. making gender part of policy/adoption of gender

sensitive policies and programs,



Given the above understanding of gender mainstreaming, it will be possible to agree
on the target group, the content (what each group should get from the training), as
well as die methodology to be used. Different aspects of gender mainstreaming

require different levels of attitudes, skills and knowledge.

lO.According to the group the overall objectives of the training manual are to:

\ develop a resource/handbook mat will ultimately be used to facilitate the process

of gender mainstreaming (general)

V enable participants to define basic gender concepts (specific)

\ Enable participants to describe the historical causes of gender inequalities,

(specific)

V Enable participants to analyse the role of women and men in different areas of

development, (specific)

\ Enable participants to b able to analyse different materials, policies and situations

in order to identify gender biases, (specific)

\ Enable participants to acquire training skills, (general)

11 .Proposed Agenda for designing/producing the handbook/resource book/manual.

\ September -November 19: teams draft the handbook
\ November 21-22 first workshop for reviewing and discussing the first draft.
\ Second week of December, submit the first draft to ECA Regional Advisor for

review

\ Third week of January, ECA Regional Advisor to submit comments.

\ January 28, finalisation of first draft.

\ Pilot testing 3rd and 4th week of February.
\ 13 March to end of March, TOT and finalisation of the Handbook/Resource

Book/Manual.

12. The Women Affairs Department will transmit the draft manual to the Regional

Advisor, ECA for review, either m the second week of December or second
week of January. The Regional Advisor, with a national counterpart, will

facilitate the TOT, whose objective will be to finalise the manual, but also to

strengthen the training skills of the country team.



13. PROPOSED STRUCTURE OF THE MANUAL: the Regional Advisor

presented a proposal for the outline of the manual. It was agreed that this should

form a basis for discussion when the group finalises the outlines of the module.

PART ONE:

FORWARD/acknowledgements: Message from the Department of Women's

Affairs.

A. INTRODUCTION:

\ Why a gender training manual: goal and objectives of the training manual

\ The process through which the training manual was produced

\ The structure of the training manual

B. BACKGROUND:

\ The women's Affairs Department as the national machinery for genders

mainstreaming its objectives, capacity, and achievements so far. What are the

future plans that provide the rationale for the gender training manual; e.g. the

strategies of the department for implementing the National Gender Action Plan.

\ The situation of women in Botswana: a brief statistical and analytical

presentation of the comparative situation of women, based on currents studies

on the situation of women in Botswana.

\ Key gender and development issues in Botswana highlighted by the studies on

the situation of women, and to which gender training must focus on.

PART TWO: FACILITATORS GUIDE:

THE FACILITATORS GUIDE SHOULD BE AN INSTRUMENT FOR THE

TRAINER AND SHOULD THEREFORE BE FULLY INFORMATIVE AND

ILLUSTRATIVE OF HOW TRAINER WILL GO ABOUT FACILITATING

EACH SESSION.

Each module should have the following elements:

\ Target

\ Training programme (module) objectives

\ Detailed content: title of the topics, main points to be highlighted, summary of

learning points, major references for the topic, and some questions for

discussion.

\ Detailed agenda indicating the following: daily agenda with session objectives,

methodology for each session, materials needed to conduct the session.



PART THREE: Participants' resource book: this should be a simplified, practical

resource book for the participants. It should have summaries of the type of

information each target needs to know.

It must not be a collection of photocopied references.

Participants should discuss whether they would like to produce a Facilitators'

Manual separate from the participants' manual. Basically, the facilitators'

manual should contain the detailed agenda, while the participants' manual

should have detailed points, summary of learning points, questions for

discussion and major references for additional reading.

w

At the end of the discussion, it was agreed that there will be a Facilitators' manual

and a Participants' Resource Book.

C

14. Suggested guidelines for detailed workshop agenda: Since the team will have

to mclude a daily agenda, the following is meant to provide guidelines for setting the

daily agenda. Since this was not discussed during the workshop, it is recommended

that the team discusses it and agrees on a daily structure for each module.



Day and time

_

Morning hours

Lunch

Afternoon

Session Topic

and objective

Gender

stereotyping

Method and

materials

needed
■ — — — ■

E.g. Role play

Plenary

discussions

Fonn of

session

Small groups

and plenary

Responsibility

Facilitator and

participants.

c



15. RECOMMENDED REFERENCES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF TRAINING

MATERIALS.

The references identified below are not exhaustive, but they cover key concepts and
theoretical as well as country specific reference materials. As it was agreed in the
aroup discussions, it is desirable that brief summaries or even individual writings are

provided for the participants' resource book, rather than adopting and photocopying

whole chapters. References should be clearly indicated so that participants can

follow up with further reading.

FROM THE KIT TRAINING MANUAL:

r MODULE: GENDER SENSITIVE DEVELOPMENT PLANNING:

\ FRAMEWORKS FOR GENDER ANALYSIS: A TESTER, OXFAM

GENDER TEAM, 1996

MODULE: GENDER SENSITVIE PROGRAMMING:

\ MACKINTOSH M. INTRODUCTION IN DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND

PUBLIC ACTION. __

\ KABEER AND SUBRAHMANIAM: THE RATIONALE FOR GENDER

AWARENESS IN THE POLICY PROCESS.
\ STAUDT K AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY GAPS, A CASE OF MALE

PREFERENCE IN GOVERNMENT POLICY IMPLEMENTATION.

\ ZURAYK YOUNIS AND KHATTAB: RETHINKING FAMILY PLANNING

POLICY FN LIGHT OF REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH RESEARCH.

MODULE: GENDER AND ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE

ALL THE REFERENCES UNDER THE SECTION

MODULE: DEVELOPMENT AND APPROACHES TO DEVELOPMENT:

\ELSON, D. MALE BIAS IN THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS: AN

OVERVIEW.

\ SEN G. AND C. BROWN, ALTERNATIVE VISIONS, STRATEGIES AND

METHODS.

\ CAROLINE MOSER: GENDER PLANNING IN THE THIRD WORLD:

MEETING PRACTICAL AND STRATEGIC GENDER NEEDS.



MODULE: SOCIAL RELATIONS OF GENDER:

\ BENEIRA AND G. SEN: CLASS AND GENDER INEQUALITIES AND

WOMWN'S ROLE IN ECONOMIC DVELOPMENT.

OTHER REFERENCES:

V WOMEN AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT TRAINING MODULES: READING

MATERIALS IN BOXES 1,2,3, AND 4.

\ AGENDA: JOURNAL ABOUT WOMEN AND GENDER...ALL COPIES IN

THE LIBRARY.

\ REPORT ON THE CAPACITY BUILDING GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME, WOMEN AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT, MINISTRY OF

LABLOUR AND HOME AFFAIRS, JANUARY TO APRIL 1998.

\ THE NATIONAL GENDER PROGRAM 1999-2003; NATIONAL GENDER

PROGRAMME, POPULAR VERSIOIN; AND ADVOCACY AND SOCIAL

MOBILIZATION STARTEGY FOR THE NATIONAL GENDER

PROGRAMME, 1999: WOMEN AFAFIRS DEPARTMENT, MINSTRY OF

LABOUR. AND HOME AFFAIRS.

V REPORT ON THE STUDY ON THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN IN BOTSWANA, MARCH 1999,

WOMEN'S AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT.

\ EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND FULL REPORT ON A REVIEW OF ALL

LAWS AFFECTING THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN BOTSWANA:

SEPTEMBER 1998, DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN'S AFFAIRS.

\ REPORT ON THE GENDER RESPONSIVE PLANNING WORKSHOP FOR

CHOBE DISTRICT, ORGANSIED BY THE MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND

HOME AFFAIRS. WOMEN'S AFAIRS UNIT.



WEEK II: 7-15 September.

16 Defining and agreeing on overall framework for designing the training
Handbook m week two, the team members revisited the proposals made m the first
week to agree on common objectives, modules and work plan. This was necessa^

because Steam members were only able to meet as a full team m the second week.
The discussions focused on the following:

\ Setting the work plan.

V Agreeing on overall and module objectives,

c
w \ Identifying the target,

\ Outlining the content for the modules to be developed, and

\ Agreeing on the framework for the daily timetable.

16. Participants who were identified to compose the drafting team all met to discuss

the above agenda. The team members are:

\ BAGELE CHTLISA-FACILITATOR: Telephone 3552407
Email chilisab@NOKA.UB.BW

\ MARGARET MUNYAE, TELE. 352057

V VALENCIA K.D. MOGEGEH, TELE. 312290 (OFFICE) 580191 (HOME)

\ PATRICIA KEMONEILOE PHERESI, TELE. 312290 (OFFICE) 311944 (FAX)

\ ELSIEM. ALEXANDER, TELE. 355681 (OFFICE) 322553 (HOME-FAX)

Email Alexande@NOKA.UB.BW

V JOSEPH MATSOGA, TELE. 3552413(o) 71627225 (H)

Email. MaLsogajj@NQKAJUa.BW

\ BOINGOTLO RUTH MPOFU, TELE. 312290 (Office)

\ KOFITUO KWAKU, TELE. 312290 (OFFICE)



\ BONTSHETSE M. MAZILE, TELE. 587300 (H) 3552413 (O)

3552407(0) 5845096 (FAX)

Email.

\ HILDA TADRIA, TELE: 251-1-517200

Email, tadria@un.org

• KENEWANG M. NAOMI MOSEKI-ORUFHENG

DWA TELE.312290, FAX 319441

17. The work plan: The work plan for designing and production of the

Manual was discussed and the attached schedule (attachment 3) agreed on.

The work would be covered in several phases as follows:

Phase I 1st - 15th: Agreeing on Framework

Phase II Material production by various groups - periodic reviews

Phase III Review and finalisation of the materials.

The group was reminded that meeting the March deadline is crucial.

It was noted that tlie proposal to review tlie group work during the first two weeks

and after tlie first month, is a good idea. It was then agreed that tlie 16th - 17th

November would be a convenient period to review the first drafts of all modules.

The national facilitator and tlie team leaders will put tlie modules together and these

will then be dispatched to tlie ECA Regional Advisor by tlie 30th November and also

to send to the publishers for early assessment.

When tlie group meets to discuss tlie modules in December it will also decide which

module should be pilot tested, so that participants can be invited in advance to

attend a 3 day training session from 9th" 11th February.

The TOT will starting on 10 March and each module will take two days. The

modules will also be finalised during this time. The ECA Regional Advisor, together

with the National Facilitator, will facilitate the TOT



18 The Director of the Department ofWomen Affairs informed the participants and
explained that the team of writers would be composed as follows:

D 1 National facilitator,

U 4 Team Leaders,

D 12Writers,

D And the ECA Regional Advisor.

19 The group discussed the nature of assignment in order to agree on what it is the
group is producing. The group finally agreed mat the product would be referred to
as a Training Manual, but with several parts and modules as follows:

Part I: Background and introduction to the manual

Part II: Facilitators' guide and

Part III: Participants resource book comprising of:

■ Reading materials

■ Summary of learning points

■ Discussion questions

Part IV- tins could have packages of reference on the situation of men aid
Women that the team thinks does not have to be given as handouts to all the

participants.

There should be no photocopied references, but some local publications and
research reports may be re-packaged and given to participants on demand basis.

20. Overall goal of the manual:

After discussing several aspects of the uses of the manual, it was agreed that the

overall goal of the manual is:

To provide standardised tools and materials for building capacity that will facilitate
the process of gender mamstreaming m National and sectoral policies, programmes

and approaches with a view to achieving equality, equity and justice.



21. Gender mainstreaming:

The groups agreed that when used in the manual, gender mainstreaming refers to

the following: -

• Ensuring equal participation, opportunities and outcomes for women

And men, in and from the development process

. Institutionahsation of gender perspective mto approaches and

practices of organisations.

• Ensuring that key players and stakeholders have a clear understanding of the
differences between women and men and the related gender needs and
concerns in designing and implementing policies, programmes and projects.

• Integrating women and men's issues mto the total development planning

process and incorporating their concerns in programs, projects, policies and
procedures, including monitoring and evaluation mechanisms.

• To facilitate the creation of gender responsive institutional structures,

practices and procedures.

22. Agreed Agenda for the week:

Wednesday 8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Thursday 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Friday morning



23. OVERALL OBJECTIVES OF THE TRAINING MANUAL: the

team agreed on the following as the overall objectives:

23 1 To educate, raise awareness and sensitivity of participants with regard to
gender issues and concerns and how these impact on women and men.

23 2 To enliance knowledge and analytical skills essential in the formulation and
implementation of gender sensitive policies plans programs and projects for

effective gender mainstreaming.

23 3 To provide gender focussed and practical training manual that will enhance
knowledge and skills in order to facilitate the process towards gender

sensitive linking, attitudes and perceptions.

Friday 11th September 1999-09-10

24. Participants:

Elsie

Joseph

Alexander

Matsoga

Boingotlo Mpofu

Kofituo

Monica

Bontshetse

Margaret

Bagele

Kenewang

Kemoneilw

Hilda

Kwaku

Tabengwa

Mazile

Monyae

Chilisa

Orufheng

e Pheresi

Tadna

Co-Facilitator

Facilitator

25. Suggested target groups:

Professionals in Various Fields

Lawyers, doctors, engineers, health workers, teachers, researchers and

academicians.

Politicians

MPs. Councillors



Civil Society

Youth, CBO, NGO, Religious Leader, parents, media, men, women and

children.

Law Enforcement

BDF, Botswana Police, Botswana Prison, Security Guards, Customary

Courts, Judiciary

Public Servants

Middle Management

Low Management

Private Sector Bureaucrats

NGOs, Companies, media, Parastatals

26. PARTICIPANTS' RESOURCE BOOKS: it was agreed that the resource

books should be produced for the following categories of people participants:

1. Professionals, Private and Public

(Content to focus on Analytical and Planning Tools and Skills)

2. Politicians

(Content to focus on Infonnation, Advocacy and Policy Analysis)

3. Civil Society

(Content to focus on Empowerment, Advocacy and Analytical Skills)

4. Law Enforcement officers

(Content to focus on Human Rights and Legal Infonnation and Skills to be

used in handling the Survivors)



27. STRUCTURE OF THE MANUAL: the final document should have the

following:

FORWA^/acknowledgements: Message from the Department of Women's

Affairs.

Department as the national

mamstteaimng its objectives, capacity, and achievements so far. What are toe
mamstreaimng J ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^

department for implementing toe National Gender Action Plan.

of toe comparative situation of women and men, based on currents

of women in Botswana.

and development issues in Botswana highlighted by toe studies on

toe situation of women, and to which gender traimng must focus on.

manual: goal and objectives of toe training manual.
dd

X myfgenti training manua g j
\ The process through winch toe training manual was produced
\ The structure of toe traimng manual and how to use toe manual.

C. PARTS TWO: FACILITATORS GUIDE:

EACH SESSION.

Each module should have the following elements:

V Target: who is to be trained?

} SS5S~e(lo?^SS pomts to be highlighted, su« of
major references for toe topic, and some questions for

\ SSagenda indicating toe following: daily agenda with session objectives,
methodology for each session, materials needed to conduct the session.



T THREE Participants' resource book: this should be a simplified,
Js"Z boL for the participants to take away and use as the reference

book.

28 =rr
^p bu, whoever the ttrg« ,s o« would need ,0 use <he

same framework of outline.

Each module will have a topic on concepts but for «f»^J"^
of concepts that might not be in tlie main module on concepts. 1 here
d for general concepts and specific concepts for different target groups

Questions for discusrion also to be stated, «J
brainstorming, plenary, role-play - which ro e-p ay? Etc
for discussion, role-play etc should all be mdicated.



14th September 1999: Finalising the training manual framework

c

29. Participants

S.D.

B.

M.

K.

E.M.

IT.

B.R.

K.

B.M.

H.

K.P.

M.

Tlou

Chilisa

Munyae

Moseki-Orufheng

Alexander

Matsoga

Mpofu

Kofituo

Mazile

Tadria

Pheresi

Tabengwa

U.B./NGO Coalition

tlousd(5),noka.ub.bw

Co-facilitator U.B.

U.B.

WAD

WAD

WAD

WAD

WAD

U.B.

ECA: Facilitator

WAD

NGO Coalition

30. Agenda of the day

• Briefing on the meeting held with former participants

• Agree on the modules

• Agree on Teams/TOR

• Review the Work-plan and Agree on next meeting with objectives

31. Dr Chilisa and Dr. Munyae presented a paper on a list of topics that can

be included in the modules (see attachment 4). The group agreed that the

following modules will be designed:

Module 1 Introduction to Gender Dynamics

Module 2 Gender Mainstreaming and Organisational Structures

(Professionals, Public and Private Institutions)

Module 3 Democracy, Gender and Policy Formulation (Politicians)

Module 4 Strengthening Civil Society Collaboration for Gender Equality

Module 5 Gender and Justice for Legal Transformation



32. AGREEMENT OF TERMS OF REFERENCE

TORs were discussed and agreed upon (see attachment 5) - including the

follow-up component in attachment 3.

JO.
FORMATION OF TEAMS and discussion of Topics to be included in the

modules The following topics are not exhaustive and the teams are encouraged
to agree on additional topics to ensure that the modules meet the overall

objectives.

Module 1 - Introduction to Gender Dynamics:
Gender and Sex, Culture and Development

Historical Context to Gender Relations in Botswana

Facts and Figures on the Situation of Women in Botswana

Definition of Concepts

Triple Role

Division of Labour

The Team leaders together with the national facilitator will write the module.
Module 2 - Gender Mainstreaming and Organisational Culture

Ms E. Alexander

Ms. B. Mpofu

Ms M. Munyae - Team Leader

Topics: Pyramidal structure

Issues of Glass Ceiling

Sexual Harassment

Tnple Role

Mentoring

Tokenism

Policies at the International Level

International Laws

Regional Laws

National Laws

Organisational regulations and procedures

Policy Approaches:

Welfare

Equity

Empowerment etc.



Gender Audits

Module 3 - Democracy, Gender and Policy Formulation

Ms. I. Molokomme

Ms V. Mogegeh

Ms.K. Orufheng - Team Leader

Topics: Gender Culture and Development

Engendering Budgets and Projects

Policies at International level

International Laws

Regional laws

National laws including customary practices

Gender Audits

Module 4 - Strengthening Civil Society collaboration for Gender

Equality

Ms. S. Tlou

Mr. K. Kwaku

Ms. B. Mazile - Team Leader

Topics: Education and Gender

Health Education

Religion and Gender

Practical Tools

Lobbying Tools

Gender Policies

Module 5 - Gender and Justice for Legal Transformation

Mr. J. Matsoga - Team Leader

Ms M. Tabengwa

Ms P. Pheresi

Topics: the constitution,

Violence against women and the girl child,

School pregnancy polices and otlier gender policies,

Maintenance policy.

The National Facilitator will write the sections on Background and The



Manual

34. NEXT MEETING: the full team will meet in two weeks as has been agreed in

the work-plan:

Date: September 28th 1999 at 08.30 a.m.

Task: To review progress of manual development

finalise content and topics

Agree on division of labour.



Section 2 Meeting with Gender Unit at SADC

1. In a response to a letter from the Co-ordinator of the SADC Gender Unit, a

meeting was held between the Regional Advisor and the staff of the Gender Unit to

discuss areas of Collaboration between the unit and the African Centre for women.

According to the letter from (see attachment SADC 1) SADC Gender Unit, the ECA

is being requested to provide technical advisory services in several areas, mainly:

• assistance in putting together a gender sensitisation and training plan for the staff

at SADC institutions

• capacity assessment of, and designing, gender mainstreaming in sector specific

units

2. It was agreed that after the Gender unit has finalised its study on training needs,

the ECA will provide technical advisory services in finalising the training plan.

The Gender Unit will send an invitation to ECA. The time indicated for this

exercise is March 2000.

2. The role of the SADC gender unit in facilitating the participation of SADC

Ministers responsible for Gender/ Women in ECA's programs was also

discussed. In the discussion, it was pointed out that the low participation, of

Ministers, in ECA/ACW mechanisms may marginalize the SADC countries. At

the same time, other countries will benefit from the experiences of these

countries.

3. The Gender unit co-ordinator was o f the view that the reasons SADC countries

are not fully involved in ECA's programs is because they feel that the SADC

Gender Unit should be the one co-ordinating their participation, hi addition,

there is usually not enough resources for the ministers to participate in SADC

ministerial meetings as well as ECA's meetings. At times, the SADC meetings

clash with ECA meetings. However, according to the recent meetings, there are

indications that the Ministers would like to be involved in ECA's Programs (see

para. 4.6.7of attachment SADC3, August 1999 SADC council decisions on

gender, and attachment 4, Record of the Meeting of SADC Ministers

responsible for Gender /Women Affairs, para. 2.2.9.5 up to 2.2.9.8).

4. In order to enhance collaboration between the SADC Gender Unit and

ECA/and participation of SADC countries, the Co-ordinator made the following

suggestions:

• The Gender Unit will provide its Schedule of Gender Events to ECA on a regular

basis so that ECA/ACW can try to harmonise its calendar of activities with that

of the Gender Unit. The calendar for 1999-2000 is attached for information (see



attachment SADC 2).

• The SADC Gender unit Co-ordinator offered to play a facilitation role for ECA

within SADC countries, for example by co-ordinating requests for technical

advisory services from SADC countries to ECA/ACW. It can also form a link
between ACW and the SADC Ministers in Charge of Gender and Women

Affairs.

V • ECA should consider extending an invitation to intergovernmental organisations

"i like SADC, COMMESA and ECOWAS to participate in the meetings of the

\ Committee on Women in Development.

5 The meeting ended with an agreement that the Gender Unit Co-ordinator will
write to the Director of ACW to clarify areas in which SADC can enhance

c
collaboration with and participation in ECA/ACW programs.

If



V
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ACTION 3- PREPARATORY MISSION TO South Africa; OFFICE OF THE
S?ATOS FOR WOMEN (OSW), IN THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BACKGROUND:

1 The African Centre for Women, within Section 20 of the Regular Program of
Technical Co-operation has planned a Regional Group training workshop on

development of Indicators for Economic Empowerment ofwom™ * ^,Ca. ^T
training workshop will take place from 4-13 October m Johannesburg, South Africa.

2. The objective of the mission to South Afnca was to ^^Jj^"£
finalise preparations for the workshop that is being organised by ECA/ACW and
hosted by the office of the President. During the mission, discussion meetings
were held with the office of the Status for Women (see attachment minutes 1)
and with the Presidents Protocol and Ceremonial Services In addition, a
meeting was held with the conference services staff of the Best Western Premier
Lodge in Johannesburg, the venue of the workshop, and letters of agreement

reached (see attachment 3, letters).

3 At the UNDP office, a meeting was held with Mr. John Whaley the UNDP
' Resident Representative and Ms. Lynette Thlongwane, the gender focal point.

The main issues discussed are:

. The official opening and closing of the workshop: Mr Whaley agreed to
represent the ECA at the official opening. To officiate at the closmg he proposed
Ms Florence Chenoweth, the Country Director for FAO who is also the Chan-
of the Gender theme group. The Resident Representative, in his capacity as

resident co-ordinator, will request Ms. Chenoweth.

. Logistical support during the workshop: The UNDP will facilitate the workshop
according to the requests made. The facilitation needed is with regard to making
payments to the hotel and the participants. While UNDP does not have project
cars, it may be possible to provide a vehicle occasionally. Ms. Thlongwane was

requested to find out possibilities for such support.




